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bright blue sky.”
in spite of everything, however, the pangs of hun

ger began to cause other ideas to take shape in their 
minds, and the active little red monkey finally 
squashed the parsons arguments by pointing out. 
what was obvious: that the parsons simply talked
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CROWD of monkeys were once1 caught by a for a meal ticket. ‘‘Take away the coeoanut from 

flood and compelled to exist upon an area the parson, he said, and although he is naturally a
fool he will line up with us.”

The food supply was limited and, to make matters The baboon sent his police force to arrest the 
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felt. The baboon was too fat and clumsy to climb to escape, but he was driven into the sea and drown- 
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ition to his hungry associates. He suggested that 
each monkey should climb up the tree once a day nobody trusted him, and he committed suicide. The 
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time bring another for the author of the proposition, the baboon, and every monkey on the.island went up; 
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gladly accepted by the hungry little monkeys, They lived happy and free. The waters then sub- 
and they set to work with a will. sided and the monkeys were able to leave the island,

It so happened, however, that it took a nut a day but they never forget their lesson. And wherever 
to keep a monkey alive a day, and so they just kept you go in Monkeyland you will find that the mon

going up the free to get a nut, to keep alive and keys in common own everything upon which they in
common depend. They have no police, parsons, pol-
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The fat baboon consumed from ten to a dozen nuts keys, and so one day we too may be happy. Some 
day, but although he did his best, to keep the day we may see human beings free, and all this suf

fering and misery pass away like a black cloud. 
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civilization ; they would go back to monkey barbar
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wealth.
capitalist ownership of the means ot production, conse
quently, all the products ot labor belong to the capital
ist olssa. The eapltallst is, therefore, master; the 
worker a slave
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of the reins of government, all the powers of the State 
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traneformation of oapttallat property la the 
of wealth production Into eoelelly ooetrolled eeen-

were
he did, however, he could not allay the discontent 
because all his arrangements failed to satisfy the 
pangs of hunger. The little red monkey dodged the 
police and, as a result of incessant teaching, began 
to get a following. A dangerous situation arose 
and monkey civilization was tottering.

The baboon then picked out a couple of small 
monkeys with long and dismal faces, with degener
ate expressions, and said to them, ‘‘Go and tell the 
people of monkeyland that there exists above the

me this tree and made
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from me, ye shall all be cast into perdition.
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desire.”
The monkey parsons got a nut a day for their 

work, and so assiduous were they that they taught 
a lot of little monkeys and their kiddies to sing, 
“There’s a friend for little monkeys above the
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